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Prima Needle Free MesoTherapy Solutions
Bringing New Power to Non-Invasive Aesthetics
Up until now, the amazing power of face and body revitalizing mesotherapy solutions has been limited to injections into
the dermis. These same transforming mesotherapy results are now available to you through the penetrating effects of
Electroporation without the use of needles or injections. This new advancement takes us further into anti aging therapies
that are safe, non-invasive and highly effective. They work as preventative treatments, and restorative treatments that are
quick, easy and affordable, with truly revolutionary results.
Delivered as stand alone treatments, or add on therapies, we now have the opportunity to take skin and body therapies to
a new level of effectiveness. This new trans dermal delivery system uses proven mesotherapy formulations, including
large molecule products such as Hyaluronic Acid and Collagen to transform the face and body. In addition, this new needle
free technique can be used in conjunction with many non invasive aesthetic equipment treatments to boost their level of
effectiveness.

Truly Benefiting from the Power of Hyaluronic Acid
The true value of Hyaluronic Acid has not been experienced in many aesthetic therapies because, as a large molecule
product, the penetration of this necessary ingredient in skin care has been limited. The same holds true with Collagen.
During the skin aging process, there is a continuous reduction of the levels of HA which leads to a drastic reduction in the
hydration capacity of the skin, as shown by the deterioration of the mechanical properties of the dermis and loss of elasticity
and strength.
Every 10 years the skin looses approximately 6% of its thickness. Reversal of this process was researched by delivering HA
directly to the dermis. The results showed restored hydration, through higher water-binding capacity. Increased hydration
helps builds up the extracellular matrix and strengthens fibroblast activity to induce synthesis of new collagen and elastin.
Hyaluronic Acid is just one of the powerful ingredients included in these outstanding formulas. Bio-chemists have worked
to create Prima Mesotherapy Cocktails that combine many restorative and corrective properties to produce optimum levels
of effectiveness when used with the Pulse Electroporation Systems.

What Else is in the Prima Formulations?
Growth Factors are proteins that perform functions are essential in the process of repair and regeneration of tissues.
Growth Factors are made of proteins that perform essential functions in the regenerations and repair of tissues. They
support accelerated healing of the skin, increased rate of skin renewal and multi anti aging functions. GFs slow the rate of
thinning skin and stimulate cell proliferation for increased collagen and the reversal of many skin aging processes.
These include Amino Acids to build polypeptides that form the matrix of the cellular architecture. Amino Acids work to repair the protein structure of tissue that has been damaged by photoaging, smoking or other causes. The result is a youthful
plumpness to skin, an added glow and diminished wrinkling. A clear extracellular matrix system is essential to healthy
body flow and all functions.
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Vitamin A regulates turnover of the epidermis and acts on skin texture keeping it soft and supple.
The B Vitamins scavenge free radicals keeping the underlying structure of the skin strong and firm.
Vitamin C stimulates collagen, inhibits melanin, keeping the surface bright and glowing.
Vitamin E is another strong antioxidant.
Vitamin K effects circulation and keeps capillaries strong.
Essential Minerals act as catalysts to numerous cell functions.

Body Therapies Get an Upgrade too!
Smooth and Refine the contours of the body
New ingredients such as Artichoke (detoxification/diuretic), Centella Asiatica /Gotu Kola are examples of localized fat
reducers and fat burners that work on new and stored fat. All of these ingredients contribute to the breakdown of cellulite, toning of skin and re-contouring of the body. Organic silicon, Vitamin C and other essential vitamins and minerals all
contribute to the interior support and healthy function of the body.
In today’s world the stress, environmental influences, processed foods and busy lives all contribute to the difficulties of
maintaining a contoured body. As we age, the outside supplementation of daily physical support systems is essential.
The Prima Meso solutions do just that by giving the body the extra power needed to stimulate the energy needed to maintain a healthy appearance.
For further information regarding these revolutionary formulas check our website at: healingzone.net
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